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Multiphoton quantum interference underpins fundamental tests of quantum mechanics and quantum technologies. Consequently, the detrimental effect of photon distinguishability in multiphoton
interference experiments can be catastrophic. Here, we employ correlation measurements in the
photonic inner modes, time or frequency, to restore quantum interference between photons differing
in their colors or injection times in arbitrary linear optical networks, without the need for additional
filtering or post selection. Interestingly, we demonstrate how harnessing the multiphoton inner-mode
quantum information enables to infer information about symmetries of multiphoton networks and
states and to observe arbitrary degrees of W-state entanglement between a small number of photons
with a fixed interferometer. These results are therefore of profound interest for future applications
of universal inner-mode resolved linear optics across fundamental science and quantum technologies
with photons with experimentally different spectral properties.
I.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The nonclassical interference of light [1–3] is one of the
main consequences of the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field and lies at the heart of many quantum
optics experiments [1–14]. It plays a central role in a
variety of applications ranging from quantum computing
[4, 15–19] over quantum communication and quantum
cryptography [20, 21] to quantum metrology and state tomography [9–12, 14, 22–24]. Conventional multiphoton
experiments in linear interferometers rely on measurements at the interferometer output which do not resolve
the structure of the multiphoton interference in the photonic spectral degrees of freedom, namely frequency and
time, effectively ignoring the full quantum information
encoded in the photonic spectra. This “ignorance” can
lead to the degradation of the observed multiphoton interference with increasing distinguishability for photons
with nonidentical input states [5]. This is indeed the case
for single-photon emitters, such as diamond colour centers [25], single molecules [26] and quantum dots [27, 28].
Here, photons emitted by different sources or by the same
source at different times are generally different in their
spectra.
Fortunately, with the advent of detectors with unprecedented time- or frequency-resolution, linear optical correlation experiments based on inner-mode resolving measurements either in time or frequency have become feasible [29–36]. As a result, full multiphoton interference
can be observed at the output of a linear network even in
the case of nonidentical input photons [5, 29]. Additionally, the dependence of the correlations of three photons
at the output of a linear network has been investigated
as a function of the spectral overlap of the input photons
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[37, 38].
Furthermore, the generation of maximally entangled
W-states was also demonstrated theoretically by postselecting events at equal detection times at the output of
a tritter for photons of completely different colors [5].
It was also shown that the access to the quantum information encoded in the spectra of the interfering photons
via correlation measurements in the photonic inner degrees of freedom can unravel the full classical hardness
of multiphoton interference in boson sampling schemes
[18, 19]. This is even the case if no overlap between
the input photon frequency and temporal spectra occurs
[19, 39, 40]. Furthermore, it is possible to generate a
boson sampling input state in an approximately deterministic way with photons of random spectral overlap
and/or with random occupation numbers at the input
[41].
Despite all these remarkable results, the full quantum
advantages of multiphoton interference based on innermode resolved linear optics arising in quantum optics
experiments even beyond boson sampling are still far
from being fully explored. In particular, working towards
novel schemes for the characterization of multiphoton
networks and entanglement generation with nonidentical
photons, important questions arise:
a) How can given symmetries in the multiphoton input
state and in its evolution in a linear optical network be inferred from the measurement of inner-mode correlations
at the network output? b) How do time and frequency
resolved measurements tailor the type of entanglement
correlations at the output of a linear network depending
on the photonic input spectra?
By tackling these fundamental questions, we demonstrate in this paper how the full set of outcomes of innermode resolved measurements of a small number of nonidentical input photons in a linear optical network allows
one to: a) infer information about symmetries of optical
networks and of multiphoton quantum states; b) mea-
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sure arbitrary degrees of W-state entanglement of a given
small number of photons with a fixed configuration of the
linear optical network. Remarkably, these results apply
to photons of either different colors or injection times,
dramatically increasing the number of possible sources
that can be exploited for future experiments (e.g. quantum dots).
II.

MULTIPHOTON CORRELATIONS IN
LINEAR NETWORKS

All of the experimental scenarios described in this paper are based on the N -photon linear optical networks
depicted in Fig. 1 with M ≥ N ports s = 1, 2, ..., M .
Contrary to conventional multiphoton linear optical
networks, N input single photons
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with nonidentical normalized spectra ξs (ω −ωs ) eiωts , differing either in their injection times {ts } := {ts ∈ R | s ∈
S} or in their central frequencies {ωs } := {ωs ∈ R+ | s ∈
S}, are injected in a set S of N input ports, leading to
the overall input state
O
O
|ψin i :=
|0is .
(2)
|1; ξs , ωs , ts is
s∈S

s∈S
/

For simplicity, we assume that the spectra of the input photons satisfy the narrow bandwidth approximation ∆ωs  ωs , with the single-photon bandwidths ∆ωs ,
and a polarization-independent interferometric evolution.
Furthermore, given an overall frequency spread ∆ωtot of
the input light, we assume that all possible paths through
the network are equal on the scale of the coherence length
c/∆ωtot . In this case, the interferometric evolution is also
frequency independent (see App. A for details) and can
be described by a single unitary M × M matrix U which
defines the linear transformation
âd (ω) =

M
X

Uds âs (ω)

(3)

s=1

between the mode operators âd (ω) and âs (ω) at the output and input of the network, respectively.
The N photons are subsequently detected in a subset D containing N of the output ports d = 1, . . . , M
and at frequencies {ωd } := {ωd ∈ R+ | d ∈ D} or at
times {td } := {td ∈ R | d ∈ D}. Indeed, these measurements “erase” the distinguishability of the input photons
in the respective conjugate photonic inner parameters: If
the photons are distinguishable in frequency, multiphoton indistinguishability at the output of the network is
ensured by a small enough detector integration in time
[5, 19]
δt  1/∆ωtot ,

Figure 1. a) Setup for frequency-resolved correlation measurements: N single photons, with generally different but
overlapping frequency distribution ξs , are injected at different
times ts 6= ts0 (s, s0 ∈ S) into a subset S of the input ports of a
passive linear network and detected using frequency-resolving
detectors. b) Setup for time-resolved correlation measurements: N single photons with different central frequencies
ωs 6= ωs0 but overlapping temporal distributions F[ξs ] are injected into a passive linear network and detected using timeresolving detectors.

In order to emphasize that our results apply to both
time and frequency resolved detection schemes due to
the conjugacy of time and frequency, we will from here
on use the following notation: The inner-mode parameter
measured at detector d will be denoted as βd (βd = td
or βd = ωd for time or frequency resolved detection, respectively) while the conjugate inner-mode parameter in
which the photons are distinguishable at the input ports
s in Eq. (2) will be labeled as αs (αs = ωs or αs = ts for
time or frequency resolved detection, respectively).
The detection probability at the output at frequencies
or times βd = ωd , td for input photons of different central times or frequencies αs = ts , ωs , respectively, can be
easily expressed in terms of the bosonic mode operators

βd = ω d
âd (ωd )
Z
âd (βd ) =
1
√
dω âd (ω) e−iωtd βd = td
2π
at the output channels as [5]
Y †
Y
(D,S)
P{βd },{αs } = ψin
âd (βd )
âd (βd ) ψin .
d∈D

d∈D

Using the notation k|ψik2 := hψ | ψi and Eq. (3), this
can be expressed in terms of the mode operators âs (βd )
at the input channels as
(D,S)
P{βd },{αs }

=

N
X

2

Y

s1 ,...,sN =1 d∈D

Udsd âsd (βd )|ψin i

.
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âs (β)|1; ξs , ωs , ts is = fs (β − βs ) eiβαs |0i,
where we defined fs (βd − βs ) = ξs (ωd − ωs ) for frequency
resolved detection or fs (βd − βs ) = F[ξs ](td − ts ) for time
resolved detection (F[ξs ] is the Fourier transform of the
frequency distribution ξs ). Consequently, the inner-mode
resolved correlations can be cast into the final form
XY
2
(D,S)
P{βd },{αs } =
Udσ(d) fσ(d) (βd − βσ(d) ) eiβd ασ(d) ,
σ d∈D

(4)
where the sum runs over all possible multiphoton paths
σ (permutations from the symmetric group of order N )
which bijectively connect the output ports D with the
input ports S.
The probabilities in Eq. (4) are the result of the interference between N ! multiphoton probability amplitudes
each corresponding to one of the possible multiphoton
quantum paths from the sources to the detectors [5, 39].
These amplitudes are not only determined by the linear
network but also depend on the state of the input photons
and on the detected frequencies or times, leading to quantum beating of the coincidence probabilities if the conjugate initial inner-mode values {αs } are distinct. The
additional dependence of the correlations on the detected
inner-mode values is a manifestation of the increased information accessible by inner-mode resolved detections.
This information can be employed as a quantum resource
to unravel symmetry structures in multiphoton interference patterns as well as to tailor non-local multiphoton
correlations.
III.

SYMMETRIES OF INNER-MODE
RESOLVED CORRELATIONS

We show how symmetries in the interference pattern
of the correlations in the photonic inner modes described
by Eq. (4) provide a tool to reveal information about
the N -photon states, their interferometric evolution, or
both simultaneously. Indeed, each N -photon interference
amplitude in these correlations is given by the product
of an interferometric amplitude
Y
Aσ :=
Udσ(d)
d∈D

and a spectral amplitude
Bσ ({βd }) = Bσ ({βd }; {fs }, {αs }, {βs })
Y
:=
fσ(d) (βd − βσ(d) ) eiβd ασ(d) .

(5)

d∈D

To investigate the symmetry properties of the N -photon
detection probability in Eq. (4), we consider its behaviour

(β3 − β0 )/∆β

Due to the structure of the state |ψin i in Eq. (2), only
those terms contribute in which each of the N annihilation operators âs (β), s ∈ S, appears exactly once. Furthermore,
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Figure 2. The inner-mode resolved interference pattern defined by Eq. (4) at the output of a symmetric tritter for three
photons with input parameters {αs } = {0, 7.4/∆β, 11.3/∆β}
(αs = ts , ωs ) and equal Gaussian distributions f (βd − β0 ) of
bandwidth ∆β, centered at β0 (βd = ωd , td ). The behaviour of
the multiphoton interference pattern under permutations τ of
the detected inner-mode values βd reveals two distinct classes
of symmetries: a) a threefold rotational symmetry around the
axis (1, 1, 1) [ ] if τ is (1)(2)(3) [rotation by 0◦ ], (123) [120◦ ],
or (132) [240◦ ], arising uniquely from the symmetric tritter,
described by Eq. (13); b) three twofold rotational symmetry axes which correspond to τ being (12)(3) [ ], (23)(1)
[ ], or (13)(2) [ ], emerging from a combination of the network’s symmetry and a symmetry of the input frequency distributions around a common central frequency, described by
Eq. (14). Lastly, a symmetry plane (light blue) orthogonal to
the axis (1, 1, 1) exists due to the highly symmetric input state
of the photons (equal Gaussian inner-mode distributions), independently of the unitary transformation incurred by the
linear network.

under an arbitrary linear transformation T : {βd } →
span({βd })⊗N of its inner-mode arguments βd leading to
(D,S)

PT ({βd }),{αs } =

A.

X

2
Aσ Bσ T ({βd }) .

(6)

σ

General photon numbers

a. Spectral symmetries. As a first example, we address the case where the multiphoton spectral amplitude Bσ defined by the spectra of the input photons is
symmetric under a given transformation T apart from a
permutation-independent phase φ({βd }), i.e.

Bσ T ({βd }) = eiφ({βd }) Bσ ({βd }).
(7)
In this case also the correlations in Eq. (6) manifest the
same symmetry. Therefore, symmetric properties of the
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input temporal and frequency spectra can be revealed
from the measured symmetries of the multiphoton interference pattern independently of the optical network.
For example, the correlation probability in Eq. (6) is
invariant under an inversion Tn̂ of the landscape along the
direction n̂ = (1, . . . , 1)T where β1 = β2 = · · · = βN if the
input photons all exhibit the same Gaussian distribution
centered at the frequency or time β0 Q
= ω0 , t0 , respectively. Indeed, in this case the product d fσ(d) (βd − β0 )
P
in Eq. (5) only depends on the sum d (βd − β0 )2 and is
consequently invariant under the unitary transformation
2 X
(βd0 − β0 ).
Tn̂ : βd − β0 7→ βd − β0 −
(8)
N 0
d ∈D

Furthermore,
the total phase of
Q
d exp(iβd ασ(d) ) in Eq. (5) transforms as
X
d∈D

T

n̂
βd ασ(d) 7→

X

βd ασ(d) −

term

X
2 X
αs
(βd0 − β0 )
N
0
s∈S

d∈D

the

(D,S)

PTn̂ ({βd }),{αs } = P{βd },{αs } .

(9)

b. Parity symmetries. As a second example, we consider photonic input spectral distributions fs (βd − β0 ) in
general different but symmetric around a common value
β0 . In this case, the parity transformation
TP : βd − β0 7→ −(βd − β0 )

(10)

of the detected inner-mode values βd is equivalent to the
complex conjugation
 Y
Bσ TP ({2β0 − βd }) =
fσ(d) (βd − β0 ) ei(2β0 −βd )ασ(d)
d∈D
i2β0

=e

P

s αs

Bσ∗ ({βd })
(11)

of the spectral multiphoton amplitudes defined in Eq. (5),
apart from a phase term independent of the permutation σ. If additionally the unitary interferometer transformation is characterized by multiphoton amplitudes
Aσ = A∗σ eiϕ with the same complex phase ϕ, the measured multiphoton interference pattern
X
2
(D,S)
PTP ({βd }),{αs } =
Aσ Bσ∗ ({βd })
σ

=

X
σ

eiϕ A∗σ Bσ∗ ({βd })

Tτ : βd 7→ βτ (d) .
By reordering the product defining the spectral amplitude in Eq. (5), the transformed spectral amplitudes can
be recast to
Y
Bσ (T {βτ (d) }) =
fσ(d) (βτ (d) − βσ(d) ) eiβτ (d) ασ(d)
d∈D

=

fσ(τ −1 (d)) (βd − βσ(τ −1 (d)) ) eiβd ασ(τ −1 (d))

Y
d∈D

= Bσ◦τ −1 ({βd }),
where ◦ denotes the concatenation of permutations. Consequently,

d ∈D

according to Eq. (8), where the second term is independent of Q
the quantum path σ. Together with the invariance of d fσ(d) (βd −β0 ) this quantum path independent
phase implies the symmetry of the spectral amplitudes as
in Eq. (7) and therefore of the probabilities in Eq. (6),
i.e.
(D,S)

c. Permutation symmetries. As a final example, we
consider the case of a permutation τ of the inner-mode
arguments in Eq. (6) corresponding to the transformation

2

(D,S)

= P{βd },{αs }

is invariant under the transformation Eq. (10). We emphasize that this parity symmetry occurs independently
of the linear network if the inner-mode values αs are identical.

(D,S)

P{βτ (d) },{αs } =

X

=

X

Aσ◦τ Bσ◦τ −1 ({βd })

σ
2

2

(12)

Aσ◦τ Bσ ({βd }) ,

σ

i.e. a permutation of the values βd can be mapped to a
permutation of the interferometric amplitudes Aσ . Interestingly, this implies that some symmetries in the measured inner-mode resolved correlations can be intrinsically connected to symmetries in the interferometric amplitudes. Namely, if Aσ◦τ = Aσ eiϕ ∀σ with a phase ϕ for
a given permutation τ the interference pattern is symmetric under the corresponding permutation of the detected
parameters {βd },
(D,S)

(D,S)

P{βτ (d) },{αs } = P{βd },{αs } .

(13)

Furthermore, in the case where Aσ◦τ = A∗σ eiϕ ∀σ, we
find – using Eqs. (11) and (12) – that the correlations
are symmetric under a combination of the permutation
τ and the parity operation βd → 2β0 − βd ,
(D,S)

(D,S)

P{2β0 −βτ (d) },{αs } = P{βd },{αs } ,

(14)

if the spectral distributions are all symmetric around the
same central value β0 .
We emphasize that the symmetries described here are
encoded in the inner-mode resolved interference pattern.
If no inner-mode resolved measurements are employed
these structures cannot be observed and the corresponding symmetries cannot be retrieved [5, 42].
Even though the number of measurements necessary
to reconstruct the full interference pattern increases exponentially with the number of photons in the present
formulation, this technique can surely be applied for experiments with low photon numbers.
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B.

Example: Three-photon symmetries

In order to provide a practical example of some of the
symmetric properties described so far, we consider the
case of three photons with identical spectral distributions f (βd − β0 ) but different injection times or central
frequencies αs = ts , ωs measured at the output of a symmetric tritter at frequencies βd = ωd or times βd = td ,
respectively. The corresponding correlations depicted in
Fig. 2 depicted as a function of the detected inner-mode
parameters {βd } exhibit not only three-photon quantum
beating [5] but also several evident symmetries in the
measured photonic inner parameters. We will now describe how these symmetries originate from either the
interferometer transformation U, or the input state, or a
combination of both.
a. Permutation symmetries. We first find from the
symmetric √
tritter single-photon amplitudes Uds :=
ds)/
exp(i 2π
3 (d, s = 1, 2, 3) that Aσ◦τ = Aσ if the
3
permutation τ is either (1)(2)(3), (123), or (132) [using
cycle notation of permutations] and consequently that
the probability remains unchanged under these permutations of the inner-mode variables βd , as is clear from the
result for arbitrary values of N in Eq. (13). As depicted
in Fig. 2, this results in a threefold rotational symmetry axis (red line) emerging solely from the symmetry of
the linear optical network. We understand this by noting that the permutation (123) acting onto the vector
(β1 , β2 , β3 ) corresponds to a permutation matrix


0 1 0
R(123) = 0 0 1 ,
1 0 0
which at the same time represents a rotation of 240◦
around the axis β1 = β2 = β3 . Consequently, τ = (123)
yields a rotation of the correlation pattern itself −240◦
or equivalently 120◦ . Equivalently, the permutation (132)
corresponds to a rotation by 240◦ around the same axis.
A second class of symmetries correspond to the permutations (12)(3), (23)(1), or (13)(2) for which Aσ◦τ = A∗σ .
According to Eq. (14), these correlations are symmetric
under a combination of these permutations with a parity
operation, given a symmetry of the inner-mode distributions of the input photons around a common value of
the central inner-mode parameter β0 = ω0 , t0 . These
symmetries show up as three distinct twofold rotational
symmetry axes in Fig. 2 (blue lines). For example, the
permutation (12)(3) together with the parity operation
is represented by the negative permutation matrix


0 −1 0
−R(12)(3) = −1 0 0 
0 0 −1
which is equivalent to a rotation by 180◦ around the
axis ν1 + ν2 = 0, ν3 = 0 (solid blue line in Fig. 2).
The two remaining permutations (23)(1) and (13)(2) are
analogously connected to twofold rotational symmetries

around the axes defined by ν2 + ν3 = 0, ν1 = 0 (dashed
blue line) or by ν1 + ν3 = 0, ν2 = 0 (dotted blue line),
respectively.
b. Mirror symmetry. Finally, the choice of a highly
symmetric input state (three photons with identical
Gaussian distributions) leads to a symmetry under the
linear transformation Tn̂ in Eq. (8). Namely, in the
three-photon case considered here, Eq. (9) corresponds
to a mirror symmetry with respect to the blue plane orthogonal to the axis (1, 1, 1) in Fig. 2. The combination
of this mirror symmetry with the rotational symmetries
corresponding to the permutations (12)(3), (23)(1), and
(13)(2) leads to three distinct mirror symmetries, each
corresponding to a mirror plane spanned by the red axis
and one of the blue axes.
c. Parity symmetry. We also notice that no parity
invariance arises in the interference pattern in Fig. 2 since
the multiphoton amplitudes Aσ do not have the same
complex phase and therefore do not satisfy the condition
pointed out before for parity invariance.

IV.

MULTIPHOTON ENTANGLEMENT
FEATURES

Remarkably, inner-mode correlation measurements
also allow us to encode a whole family of entangled N qubit states in the outcomes of the measurements. In
particular, we will show how entanglement in the polarization modes can be tailored depending on the innermode input parameters αs and the detected conjugate
parameters βd . For this purpose, we generalize the photonic input state |ψin i in Eq. (1) to describe N photonic
qubits with horizontal (H) or vertical (V) polarization as
Z∞
|1; ξs , ωs , ts , λs is :=

dω ξs (ω − ωs ) e+iωts â†s,λs (ω)|0is ,

0

with λs = H, V. Then, inner-mode correlation measurements at the output of a generalised symmetric beam
√
splitter – described by the unitary Uds = exp(i 2π
N ds)/ N
and assumed to be polarization independent – can lead
to entanglement correlations spanning the full class of
N -qubit W-states [43]. This can be achieved by choosing N − 1 H- and one V-polarized photons (λ1 = · · · =
λN −1 = H, λN = V) with identical frequency distribution
ξ(ω) as the input state
|ψin i =

N
−1
O

|1; ξ, ωs , ts , His |1; ξ, ωs , ts , ViN .

s=1

By rewriting the creation operators â†s,λs at the input as
the linear combination
X
â†s,λs (β) =
Uds â†d,λs (β)
d
†
âd,λs

of the creation operators
at the output in analogy to
Eq. (3), the state |ψin i can be propagated to the output
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of the interferometer. The resulting output state
|ψout i =

N X
N
Y

Z

dβs fs (βs ) eiβs αs â†ds ,λs (βs )|0i

Uds s

s=1 ds =1

contains contributions for all possible sets of output channels where the photons are found. However, an innermode resolved, N -fold coincidence measurement at the
output of the network is only sensitive to the contribution
Z
X
(1...N )
|ψout i = dN βd
Aσ Bσ ({βd })|{λσ(d) }, {βd }i

reveals that the sum in this expression defines a state
from the class of N -qubit W-states for any given set
of detected inner-mode values {βd }. Consequently, the
setup described in this section can be employed to generate a whole class W-states of multiple qubits which are
parametrized by the detected inner-mode values {β}.
Since such a scheme relies on postselecting only the detections events of one photon per output port, the probability of generating W-state correlations scales down exponentially with the number of photons. Nonetheless,
the scheme can be used to observe entanglement between
a low number of nonidentical photons.

σ∈ΣN

Z
=

dN βd

N h
X
j=1

X

i
Aσ Bσ ({βd }) |H...H
{z }, {βd }i
| {z } V |H...H

σ
σ(j)=N

j−1

N −j

A.

Entanglement of three photons

(15)
corresponding to a single-photon being detected at each
of the output channels. The second line in Eq. (15)

(123)
|ψout i

Z
=

3

d βd

3
Y
d=1

We now consider the case of N = 3 as an example.
Here, coincidences of all three detectors are sensitive to
the state component

"
f (βd )

X

Aσ eiβd ασ(d) |VHH, {βd }i

(16)

σ∈{(13)(2),(132)}

#
+

X

Aσ e

iβd ασ(d)

σ∈{(23)(1),(123)}

according to Eq. (15). This explicit form nicely illustrates
that the amplitudes of the W-states inside the square
brackets are the result of the interference between the
two H-polarized photons. For example, the amplitude
of |VHH, {βd }i is the coherent superposition of the two
possible quantum paths for which the V -polarized photon
is detected in the first output channel.
For a given set of measured values {βd }, the polarization state of the photons in Eq. (16) corresponds to a
three-photon W-state
|W{βd },{αs } i := a|HHVi + b|HVHi + c|VHHi,

(17)

with amplitudes a = a{βd },{αs } , b = b{βd },{αs } , c =
c{βd },{αs } parametrized by the detected inner-mode values {βd } = {ωd }, {td } and the input values {αs } =
{ts }, {ωs }, respectively. As we demonstrate in App. B,
the absolute values are given by
1
2π 
|a| = cos (β2 − β3 )(α1 − α2 ) −
,
2
3
1

2π
|b| = cos (β1 − β3 )(α1 − α2 ) +
,
2
3
1

2π 
|c| = cos
(β1 − β3 ) − (β2 − β3 ) (α1 − α2 ) −
,
2
3
(18)

|HVH, {βd }i +

X

Aσ e

iβd ασ(d)

|HHV, {βd }i

σ∈{(12)(3),(1)(2)(3)}

apart from a common normalization constant. As discussed above, the moduli of these coefficients arise from
the interference between the H-polarized photons and
the degree of entanglement is therefore independent of
the inner-mode parameter α3 of the V-polarized photon. Indeed, if the two H-polarized photons are offset
in their initial inner-mode parameters with respect to
each other (α1 − α2 6= 0), their interference manifests
in a beating behavior of the coefficients a, b, c, independently of the photonic frequency distribution ξ(ω).
This beating behavior is depicted in Fig. 3a) in the particular case (β1 − β3 )(α1 − α2 ) = −(β2 − β3 )(α1 − α2 )
for which |a| = |b|. Therefore, the inner-mode measurements span the full family of three-photon W-states in
Eq. (17) through the beating behavior of the corresponding weights in Eq. (18) as a function of the detected
inner-mode values {βd } and the input inner-mode values α1 − α2 . In this respect, the input values αs can also
be spanned experimentally via inner-mode multiplexing
with N SPDC sources, independently of the output values {βd } [41].
It is straightforward to describe how these inner-mode
correlation measurements tailor the W-state entanglement by measuring the pairwise entanglement between
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q

√

√
ρ12 (σy ⊗ σy )ρ∗12 (σy ⊗ σy ) ρ12 ,
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5
2
9

0

−5
b)

R12 :=

−5

0

5

(β1 − β3 )(α1 − α2 )

c)

−5

0

5

0

(β1 − β3 )(α1 − α2 )

Figure 3. a) Beating in the probabilities |a|2 , |b|2 , |c|2 defining the detected W-state in Eq. (17) generated by inner-mode
resolved correlation measurements in the values βd = ωd , td
of two H- and one V -polarized input photons of different parameters αs = ts , ωs at the output of a symmetric tritter.
The inner-mode values β and α correspond to the frequency
and time or vice versa. b) Average two-photon concurrence
(av)
E{βd },{αs } in Eq. (20). c) Minimum two-photon concurrence
(min)
E{βd },{αs }

in Eq. (19). As an example, panel a) is plotted
as a function of (β1 − β3 )(α1 − α2 ) = −(β2 − β3 )(α1 − α2 ),
corresponding to the antidiagonal of panels b) and c). Any
degree of entanglement of the W-state class emerges from the
beating of the amplitudes a, b, c caused by a difference in
the input inner-mode parameters of the H-polarized photons
(α1 6= α2 ) when measurements in the conjugate parameters
βd are performed. As an example, tripartite entanglement
of the W-state type, corresponding to the maximal possible value E (av) = E (min) √
= 4/9 [43], is uniquely achieved
for |a| = |b| = |c| = 1/ 3 (see cross mark as an example). Further, the detected state is fully separable when
E (av) = E (min) = 0 since two of the amplitudes a, b, and c
vanish (e.g. square mark). Last, a biseparable state is found
when only one of the amplitudes vanishes (e.g. triangle mark).
Such a state shows a high average entanglement E (av) = 1/3
since two photons are maximally entangled, but a vanishing
minimal entanglement E (min) = 0 due to the biseparability.

From these definitions, we find for the W-state in Eq. (17)
that the squared concurrences can be expressed in terms
of the amplitudes a, b, and c as (see [43])
E12 = 4|ab|2 ;

E23 = 4|bc|2 ;

E13 = 4|ac|2 .

By inserting the explicit form of the coefficients in
Eqs. (18), these values can be expressed as functions of
the detected inner-mode values at the output of the symmetric tritter.
The entanglement of the W-state is genuinely tripartite
if the minimal squared concurrence [43]
(min)
E{βd },{αs } := min (E12 , E23 , E13 )


2
2
2
= 4 min |ab| , |bc| , |ac|
(min)

is non-vanishing. If E{βd },{αs } = 0, the state is either 2or 3-separable. These cases can be distinguished by the
average squared concurrence
1
(E12 + E23 + E13 )
3


4
2
2
2
|ab| + |bc| + |ac| .
=
3

(av)
E{βd },{αs } :=

The squared concurrence E12 of output channels 1 and
2 can for example be determined with the help of the

(20)

(av)

The state is 3-separable if E{βd },{αs } = 0 and 2-separable
(min)

(av)

otherwise. Both E{βd },{αs } and E{βd },{αs } are maximized
to the value 4/9 for a balanced W-state with |a| = |b| =
|c|, yielding the bounds [43]
(min)

(av)

E{βd },{αs } ≤ E{βd },{αs } ≤

the three possible photons pairs. This is possible since
the tripartite entanglement of the W-state in Eq. (17)
corresponds uniquely to the entanglement between all
photon pairs. We will in the following quantify this
pairwise entanglement in terms of the squared concurrences for each of the three possible reduced density matrices obtained by tracing the density matrix ρ123 :=
|W{βd },{αs } ihW{βd },{αs } | over output channel 1, 2, or 3,
respectively [44].

(19)

4
.
9

The minimal and average squared concurrence are depicted in Fig. 3b) and 3c), respectively, as a functions
of the relative detected inner-mode parameters {βd } and
of the input inner-mode parameters α1 − α2 . Evidently,
the states encoded into the outcomes of the inner-mode
measurements exhibit arbitrary degrees of tripartite entanglement of the W-state type from complete separability up to maximal entanglement (Fig. 3).

V.

DISCUSSION

We have shown how frequency and time resolved multiphoton interference between nonidentical photons is a
promising tool to unravel the symmetries characterizing
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their quantum states and their evolution in linear optical networks. Exploiting inner-mode correlation measurements, the differences in the photonic inner-mode
parameters (i.e. color or injection times), instead of
being a challenge to overcome, become a powerful resource to generate entire families of W-states comprising
a small number of photons with a single network. Indeed, this is possible by recording the inner-mode quantum information encoded in the interfering nonidentical
photons. While the proposed schemes are not efficient in
the present form for large photon numbers, they can be
implemented for experimental realizations with low photon numbers. In particular, the experimental verification
of the emergence of some of the multiphoton symmetries
of optical networks predicted here has just recently been
reported in Ref. [45].
In conclusion, these results have the potential to inspire novel platforms for the analysis of multiphoton linear networks and for multiphoton entanglement generation by employing the full quantum capabilities of innermode multiphoton interference in universal linear optics
with arbitrary sources of nonidentical photons.
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Appendix A: Frequency-independence of linear
network

In typical designs of linear optical networks, such as
the ones used in experimental implementations of boson
sampling, the beam splitters are located on a regular grid
(i)
[46–48]. This ensures that the path lengths ∆xds of all
possible paths through the interferometer are approximately equal to a given length ∆x on the scale of the
(i)
(i)
correlation length of the light, ∆xds = ∆x + δxds with
(i)
|δxds |  2πc/∆ωtot ∀i∀s∀d (i labels all possible paths
connecting a fixed pair s, d of input and output channels). Consequently, by using the expression ω = ω0 + Ω
(|Ω| ≤ ∆ωtot ) in terms of the overall central frequency
ω0 , we obtain
(i)

(i)

(i)

eiω∆xds /c = eiω∆x/c+iω0 δxds /c+iΩδxds /c
(i)

≈ eiω∆x/c+iω0 δxds /c ,
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(123)
|ψout i

Z
=

Z
dβ1

Z
dβ2

dβ3

3
Y

(i)

since |Ω||δxds | ≤ ∆ωtot |δxds |  c. It immediately follows that the total probability amplitude connecting input channel s with output channel d can be written as
X (i)
(i)
Uds (ω) =
Uds eiω∆xds /c
i
iω∆x/c

=e

X

(i)

(i)

Uds eiω0 δxds = Uds eiω∆x/c ,

i

P (i)
(i)
where Uds = i Uds eiω0 δxds . Without losing generality,
we can set ∆x = 0 since non-zero values only correspond
to an offset of the detection times td .
Appendix B: W-state coefficients

According to Eq. (16), a three-fold coincidence event
of the photons is sensitive only to the state component



f (βd ) eiβ3 αd ã|VHH; {βd }i + b̃|HVH; {βd }i + c̃|HHV; {βd }i ,

d=1

with coefficients

ã = ã{βd },{αs } =

b̃ = b̃{βd },{αs } =
X

Aσ e

iβd ασ(d)

σ∈{(13)(2),(132)}

c̃ = c̃{βd },{αs } =

X

Aσ eiβd ασ(d)

σ∈{(23)(1),(123)}

X

Aσ eiβd ασ(d)

σ∈{(12)(3),(1)(2)(3)}
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Inserting the interferometer multiphoton amplitudes Aσ

h
ã{βd },{αs } = 3−3/2 e−i2π/3 ei

√
for the symmetric tritter Uds = exp(i2πds/3)/ 3 the coefficient ã evaluates as

(β1 −β3 )α3 +(β2 −β3 )α1



+ e+i2π/3 ei

(β1 −β3 )α3 +(β2 −β3 )α2

i

.

Consequently, we arrive at
ã = ã{βd },{αs } =

2
33/2

1

ei(β1 −β3 )α3 ei 2 (β2 −β3 )(α1 +α2 ) cos

1
2

(β2 − β3 )(α1 − α2 ) −

2π 
3

(B1)

and the remaining coefficients analogously are
i 12 (β1 −β3 )(α1 +α2 ) i(β2 −β3 )α3



1
2π
(β1 − β3 )(α1 − α2 ) +
2
3



cos
e
e
33/2


2 i 1 ((β1 −β3 )+(β2 −β3 ))(α1 +α2 )
2π
1
2
= 3/2 e
((β1 − β3 ) − (β2 − β3 ))(α1 − α2 ) −
.
cos
2
3
3

b̃ = b̃{βd },{αs } =
c̃ = c̃{βd },{αs }

2

Since the coefficients only depend on the differences in
the inner-mode values βd we made the arbitrary choice
to write them as functions of the pair of differences β1 −β3
and β2 − β3 . Equivalently, we could have chosen β1 − β2
and β3 − β2 or β2 − β1 and β3 − β1 .

The coefficients a, b, c of the W-state in Eq. (17) can be
determined from Eq. (B1) by normalizing the coefficients
ã, b̃, c̃ with the factor (|ã|2 + |b̃|2 + |c̃|2 )−1/2 .
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